LexisNexis® Publication Select New Editions
2015

JANUARY 2015

- Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (CACI), 2015 Edition (Pub. #01283) - Use what the judge is using with the Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (CACI). LexisNexis Matthew Bender is proud to be the Official Publisher of the Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions. This edition of CACI includes the all new and revised jury instructions approved by the Judicial Council for civil cases.

- Florida Civil, Judicial, Small Claims, and Appellate Rules with Florida Evidence Code, 2015 Edition (Pub. #22728) - A handy go-to reference that every practitioner should keep close at hand. It features the full text of the Rules of Civil Procedure, Judicial Administration, Small Claims and Appellate Rules, with the committee notes, rule histories, and statutory and rule references for each rule. It also includes Chapter 90 of the Florida Statutes, the Florida Evidence Code. Tables of contents in each section and full indexing help you find the material you need quickly and easily.

- California Deering’s Desktop Real Estate, 2015 Edition (Pub. #21106) - A compilation of all significant laws and regulations that affect California real estate and the real estate industry; includes highlights of new legislation and expert commentary prepared by the volume’s authors. Also includes an index.

- New York Law Enforcement Handbook, 2015 Edition (Pub. 36042) - Considered the standard field handbook for law enforcement personnel in New York and compiled with the help of personnel with many years of police work and training, NEW YORK LAW ENFORCEMENT HANDBOOK provides officers with a finely tailored selection of essential, up-to-date New York statutes.

- California Parker’s Government Code, 2015 Edition (Pub. #21310) - Contains the complete Government Code, a quick-find index, and a table of affected sections to quickly locate the latest changes.

- California Contractors License Law & Reference Book, 2015 Edition (Pub. #29700) - A must-have resource for anyone interested in becoming licensed as a contractor in California. Created in conjunction with the California Contractors License Board, this newest edition includes the information you need to become a California Licensed Contractor, maintain and change your existing license, access information about Licensees, and handle complaints and citations.

- Delaware Criminal and Traffic Law Manual, 2014-2015 Edition (Pub. 22139) - Why spend time searching through the entire Delaware Code Annotated when Delaware Criminal and Traffic Law Manual has already extracted and organized all of the relevant statutes you need? This volume is designed for ready reference whenever you need it -- at your desk, in the courtroom, or in the field. In addition to a comprehensive selection of statues, Delaware Criminal and Traffic Law Manual contains case notes and annotations that enrich your understanding of the law.

- Vermont Family Law, 2015 Edition (Pub. 34103) - includes all Vermont statutes and rules of practice dealing with family law as well as family court rules in on convenient, single-volume source.

- Florida Probate Rules and Rules of Judicial Administration, 2015 Edition (Pub. 22736) - A handy go-to reference that every wills and estates practitioner should keep close at hand. It features the full text of the Florida Probate Rules and the Rules of Judicial Administration, including 3-year cycle amendments, with the committee notes, rule histories, and statutory and rule references for each rule, and much more.

- Laws Relating to the Medical Board of California (Pub. 23570) - The new edition includes the most current laws and regulations in California related to the medical professions. The publication includes a comprehensive table of contents, a table of the laws affected by recent legislation, and a comprehensive index.
FEBRUARY 2015

- **CSC® Illinois Laws Governing Business Entities, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #23943) - This book helps you to conduct research more effectively, complete transactions more efficiently, and better advise your clients. This latest edition features all relevant statutory changes from the 2014 legislative session, over 35 new case annotations from state and federal court decisions, and five new full text cases.

- **New Jersey Law Enforcement Handbook, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #75064) - the definitive criminal justice reference for New Jersey law enforcement professionals, attorneys practicing criminal law, and criminal justice students. Author and subject matter expert Larry Holtz has compiled all the most relevant primary and case law along with necessary reference materials and guidelines to create this incredibly thorough 3-volume set.

- **Anderson’s Ohio School Law Guide, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #04364) - A comprehensive, practical work that provides the information you need relating to public schools. Perfect for school board members, administrators, teachers of school law, and attorneys engaged in the practice of school law, this latest edition covers such topics as school finance and management, buildings and property, liability, federal issues, and more. Also includes forms for procedures involving school districts, administrative personnel, state, county and regional entities, school buildings and property, fiscal matters and employees and pupils.

- **New York Law Enforcement Handbook, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #36042) - Compiled with the help of personnel with many years of police work and training, New York Law Enforcement Handbook provides officers with a finely tailored selection of essential, up-to-date New York statutes. The easy to use Offense Classification Table helps you quickly find the law you need by offense.

- **Michie's Annotated Rules of New Mexico, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #46095) - Make sure you are going to court with the most recent rules available from Michie and LexisNexis, the names you trust for your complete legal research needs. Our state court rules are current through December 31, 2014 while West's state court rules are only current through December 1, 2014.

- **California Air Pollution Control Laws, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #29706) – Exclusively available from LexisNexis, the Air Resource Board's “Blue Book” includes primary law a wide-ranging area of law from areas such as health & safety, Civil Procedure, Education, Streets and Highways, and much more.

- **New York Fire Laws, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #30717) – Member & Non-Member - Produced in cooperation with the Firemen's Association of the State of New York, this all-in-one reference guide combines Fire and Emergency Services related Statutes, Rules and Regulations. A topically arranged index allows you to find the law you need in seconds, and the included CD-ROM further enhances your research capabilities.

- **Connecticut Law Enforcement Handbook Field Manual, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #29151) - This publication provides the reader with a broad range of statutes, reorganized and clarified into a condensed guide of elements. Easily understood under stressful situations, this presentation style is unique and ideal for quick reference in the field.

- **California Dental Practice Act with Related Statutes and Regulations** (Pub. #23207) - Published in cooperation with the California Dental Board, this resource provides ready access to the primary law on dental practice in California, with expert annotations, to Dentists, attorneys and other professionals. Includes a Table of Sections Affected by Recent Legislation, a Table of Contents, and an extensive Index.

- **Florida Criminal, Traffic Court, and Appellate Rules of Procedure, and Rules of Judicial Administration, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #22835) - Features the full text of the Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rules of Traffic Court, Rules of Appellate Procedure, and now also includes the full text of the Rules of Judicial Administration with the committee notes, rule histories, and statutory and rule references for each rule. It also contains important blackletter law from the Florida Statutes, including Chapter 316 on State Uniform Traffic Control, Chapter 318 on Disposition of Traffic Infractions, and Chapters 320 and 322 on motor vehicle and driver licensing.
MARCH 2015

- **CSC® Delaware Law Governing New Business Entities, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #25410) - This annotated book helps you to conduct research more effectively, complete transactions more efficiently, and better advise your clients. The 2015 edition is updated through Chapter 443 of the 147th Session of the Delaware General Assembly, Chancery Court Rules updated through January 1, 2015, over 110 new case annotations from Delaware courts and other federal and state courts applying Delaware law, five new full text cases focusing on the latest legal developments regarding corporate mergers, fiduciary duties of board members, stockholder voting rights and inspection of corporate books and records; and in-depth legal analyses written by CSC Publishing's Senior Legal Advisors, Delaware attorneys Matthew O'Toole and Robert Symonds, exploring the impact of the legislation coming out of the 2014 Session.

- **District of Columbia Court Rules Annotated** (Pub. 41739) – The most comprehensive set of rules volumes available in the District of Columbia. All changes and additions to the Rules, the official Comments and Notes, and the Forms are reflected in each year's edition and the annotations are reviewed and updated, providing the user with the most current and useful information.

- **California Preliminary Examinations, 995 Benchbook** (Pub. #80256) – Provides valuable information on all aspects of the preliminary examination.

- **Pennsylvania Crimes Code, 2015 Edition with eBook** (Pub. #36150) - This newest edition is a complete, accurate, and up-to-date compilation of the Pennsylvania law that law enforcement officers, public safety personnel, attorneys, judges, and others involved in criminal proceedings in Pennsylvania use every day. Intuitive organization includes a table of sections affected by recent legislation, a table of contents, and a comprehensive index for easy reference when situations demand rapid access to the law. Also available in loose-leaf format (Pub. #36150)

- **Rhode Island Court Rules, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #47605) - offers the most comprehensive rules volume available in Rhode Island. The court rules volume contains complete case annotations, as well as extensive research references for the State and Federal Court Rules.

- **New York Workers' Compensation, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #01230) - Attorneys, claim adjusters, physicians, self-insured employers and vocational rehabilitation workers will all find New York Workers' Compensation Handbook a valuable tool for understanding New York workers' compensation issues. Provides all relevant statutes and regulations with detailed analysis, an excellent recap of recent court decisions, a comprehensive description of current practice and procedure, and tables, charts, medical illustrations and reference dictionary. Also includes an index and extensive cross-references to LARSON’S WORKERS’ COMPENSATION, DESK EDITION.

- **Vehicle Law of Pennsylvania, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #36174) - A concise and economical legal handbook focused on vehicle and highway law in Pennsylvania. Includes Title 75: Vehicles as well as Title 67: Transportation, Title 36: Highways and Bridges, and more.

- **Immigration Law Handbook, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #69130) - This fully updated IMMIGRATION LAW HANDBOOK is a convenient softbound volume containing the complete and updated primary law that immigration and homeland security professionals need on a daily basis.

- **New York Civil Practice Law and Rules, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #40805)

APRIL 2015

- **CSC® New York Laws Governing Business Entities, Spring 2015 Edition** (Pub. #25570) - This annotated set helps you to conduct research more effectively, complete transactions more efficiently and better advise your clients. The 2015 edition is updated through Chapter 4 of the 2015 New York Legislative Session and includes amendments to the Business Corporation Law, Partnership Law, and Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, as well as extensive changes to the UCC (including a complete rewrite of Article 1); over 20 new case annotations from New York state and federal district courts; and full-text of five new cases covering the
latest legal developments concerning derivative actions, capital contributions, dissolution and religious corporations.

- **Utah Court Rules Annotated, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #48605) - Utah Court Rules Annotated provides fully annotated state rules and federal court rules in two easy-to-use volumes. You'll find state court rules, federal rules, and the Utah Code of Judicial Administration - all assembled in one place and thoroughly annotated by the publisher's editorial staff. Comprehensive indexes direct you quickly to the rules you need.

- **California Juvenile Courts Practice and Procedure, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #00046) - This fully updated edition of California Juvenile Courts Practice and Procedure is an authoritative analysis of California Dependency and Delinquency Law that is frequently cited by the California Supreme Court and the Courts of Appeal. Updated annually, this handy softbound volume contains everything you need to succeed in California juvenile court practice.


- **Anderson's Ohio Probate Law Handbook, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #33075) - This newest edition of Anderson's Ohio Probate Law Handbook contains statutes and court rules for the use of judges, attorneys, and others involved in the practice of probate law in Ohio. It is conveniently designed to accompany the practitioner into the courtroom as a portable reference guide.

- **Weissenberger's Michigan Evidence Courtroom Manual** (Pub. #04390) - Designed specifically for trial use, MICHIGAN EVIDENCE COURTROOM MANUAL'S purpose is to provide fast, concise, and authoritative answers to most of the evidentiary questions which arise in the course of trials and hearings, as well as in trial preparation.

- **New Hampshire Civil Jury Instructions, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #82026) - Provides comprehensive civil jury instruction coverage, pursuant to the recommendations by the Superior Court Civil Jury Instructions Committee, as well as non-standard instructions. New and revised instructions apply to such areas of law as juror voir dire, negligence and causation, comparative fault, collateral sources, informed consent in medical malpractice actions, and much more.

- **Louisiana Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Handbook, 2014-2015 Edition** (Pub. #29324) - This newest edition of Louisiana Criminal Law & Motor Vehicle Handbook is a handy manual that provides fingertip access to Louisiana's criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle laws, and related statutes that law enforcement professionals and trial attorneys need most often.

- **LexisNexis New York Insurance Law (Chapter 28), 2015 Edition** - This latest edition of LexisNexis New York Insurance Law is a complete unannotated text of New York Insurance Law (Chapter 28 of the Consolidated Laws). Published annually in convenient softcover and including a comprehensive Index, this is the reference every New York insurance law practitioner needs at their side.

- **Ohio Liquor Laws and Rules Annotated, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #33060)- Ohio Liquor Laws and Rules is designed specifically for Ohio liquor permit holders, law enforcement departments, and county and municipal governments and features the key statutes and administrative regulations dealing with liquor control and permits in Ohio.

**MAY 2015**

- **Moore's Federal Practice, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #01410) - Don't miss the 2015 edition, which features extensive rewrites of several key chapters, including:
  - Chapter 4, Summons
  - Chapter 6, Computing and Extending Time; Time for Motion Papers
  - Chapter 13, Counterclaim and Crossclaim
  - Chapter 201, Appellate Jurisdiction in the Federal System
  - Chapter 203, Interlocutory Orders
Chapter 206, Standards of Review
Chapter 207, Complex Appeals
Chapter 208, Practice in the Federal Circuit

The 2015 edition also covers important recent U.S. Supreme Court cases such as JOHNSON V. CITY OF SHELBY (pleading standards), LEXMARK INT’L, INC. V. STATIC CONTROL COMPONENTS, INC. (standing), and WALDEN V. FiORE (personal jurisdiction).

Ohio Criminal Law Handbook, 2015-1 Edition (Pub. #33020) – This essential Ohio law enforcement reference contains Title 29, the Ohio Criminal Code, as well as related statutes, select provisions of the U.S. and Ohio Constitutions, Ohio Rules of Procedure (Criminal, Evidence, Juvenile, Traffic) and much more. Have the laws and rules you use every day all together at your fingertips.

New York University 73rd Institute on Federal Taxation (Pub. #00500) – The leading authorities on federal taxation offer problem-solving coverage of tax controversies, executive compensation and employee benefits, partnerships and real estate taxation, closely-held businesses, trusts and estates, international tax and more.

Federal Criminal Practice: A Second Circuit Handbook, 2015 Edition (Pub. #60506) - A thorough reference tailored to the needs of busy criminal law practitioners, this handbook identifies the rulings that shape any given aspect of Second Circuit criminal practice. Annually updated, the Handbook is broad enough to provide an excellent introduction for the newcomer, yet detailed enough to become a trusted resource to veteran practitioners.

CSC® Pennsylvania Laws Governing Business Entities, 2015 Edition (Pub. #26480) – This fully annotated deskbook helps you to conduct research more effectively, complete transactions more efficiently, and better advise your clients. Easily access the most important business entity laws, identify new case annotations, and gain insight from expert annotations. The 2015 edition is updated through Chapter 204 of the 2014 Session of the General Assembly. Added this year, Divisions 1, 8 and 9 of the Commercial Code, covering investment securities and secured transactions.

New York Search and Seizure, 2015 Edition (Pub. #36076) - Presents a comprehensive review of New York law on search and seizure issues. Topics discussed include the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule, probable cause, street encounters on less than probable cause, law of arrest, search warrants, warrantless searches, motor vehicle stops, suppression motions and hearings, and conduct not covered by the Fourth Amendment.

Illinois Criminal and Traffic Law Manual, 2015 Edition (Pub. #23904) - This one-volume reference features the full text of thousands of Illinois statutes relating to criminal law, motor vehicle and traffic law, and other enforcement topics. Have the information you need at your fingertips.


JUNE 2015

Cotchett, California Courtroom Evidence, 2015 Edition (Pub. #80225) – Includes the complete California Evidence Code, legislative history on each code section, Law Revision Commission comments on most sections, relevant, insightful case annotations, and practical pointers from joseph W. Cotchett, highly regarded California trial lawyer and expert on evidentiary matters.

Fourth Circuit Criminal Handbook, 2015 Edition (Pub. #62935) – This comprehensive and popular handbook uses up-to-date analysis of the law and provides practical application of Fourth Circuit criminal decisions. Covering hundreds of criminal issues, FOURTH CIRCUIT CRIMINAL HANDBOOK gives litigators, judges, law clerks, and federal enforcement personnel clear, practical analysis geared to the needs of a
busy criminal law practice. Inside you’ll find the critical analysis you need, written by subject matter experts and tailored to the needs of the fourth circuit practitioner.

- **Wyoming Court Rules Annotated, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #49961) – The most comprehensive rules volume available in Wyoming. WYOMING COURT RULES ANNOTATED contains 33 sets of rules of practice and procedure followed by the state and federal courts in Wyoming. The federal and state rules have been updated to include amendments and case annotations, court commentary, and related forms received by the publisher. Helpful research references to the Wyoming Law Review, American Law Reports, 2nd through 5th and Federal Series are also included. A comprehensive index follows the rules sets.

- **Idaho Court Rules, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #42205) – In addition to the complete text of the state, federal and local rules, you’ll find amendment histories, hundreds of case notes, a complete index of forms and numerous cross-references to the general law.

- **Michie’s West Virginia Code Annotated** (Pub. #49405) – Turn to this resource for coverage of West Virginia statutes, legislative materials and court rules. It includes the official state statutes, fully annotated, MICHIE’S WEST VIRGINIA COURT RULES, Legislative Review Service, Cumulative Supplements published annually within 90 days of receipt of all acts from the legislature, annotations based on cases, select law reviews and Attorney General Opinions, all case citations Shepardized for accuracy, and the Advance Code Service published three times per year, providing the most current case law.

- **Tennessee Court Rules Annotated, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #48205) – The official TENNESSEE COURT RULES ANNOTATED contains the most used state and local rules and are designed for convenient use. Includes amendment histories, case notes, and bar committee notes, along with a convenient index and numerous forms.

- **CSC ® Massachusetts Laws Governing Business Entities, 2015 Edition with CD-ROM** (Pub. #25015) – Conduct your research more effectively, complete transactions more efficiently, and better advise your clients. Includes all the statutes and forms that you need to transact business in Massachusetts, a Table of Sections Affected and amendment notes to find legislative changes quickly, and a Table of New Annotates and change bars that highlight new case notes interpreting Massachusetts Business law.

- **Anderson’s Ohio EPA Laws and Regulations, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #04325) – The OHIO EPA LAWS AND REGULATIONS is a thorough and compact set containing the Ohio environmental statutes and regulations that are indispensable for your Ohio environmental law practice, or if you practice in any area where a trusted environmental law reference is indispensable. It contains cross references to relevant statutes, rules and treatises, case notes from opinions of the Ohio Supreme Court and Appellate Courts, Federal cases that construe or interpret Ohio statutes, and the full text of the decisions of the Environmental Review Appeals Commission (ERAC).

- **Litigation Under Florida Probate Code, Tenth Edition** (Pub. #22778) – Turn to this manual when a probate matter appears headed toward litigation. Leading Florida probate practitioners guide you through the complex issues that arise in probate such as homestead, will construction proceedings, creditors’ claims, and compensation disputes.

- **Kentucky Evidence Courtroom Manual, 2015-2016 Edition** (Pub. #04388) – Designed specifically for courtroom use, KENTUCKY EVIDENCE COURTROOM MANUAL provides fast, authoritative information for questions that arise in the course of trials and hearings. The Manual provides current and complete coverage of the Kentucky Rules of Evidence, plus Authors’ Discussion that provides a concise but comprehensive overview of the Rule, and guidance in interpreting and applying the rule, illustrations demonstrating the proper handling of evidentiary issues during trial and much more.

**JULY 2015**

- **Anderson’s Ohio Probate Practice and Procedure** (Pub. #04328) – ANDERSON’S OHIO PROBATE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE is a comprehensive, annotated text discussing every aspect of probate procedure in chronological order detailing every move the practitioner will need to follow in Outlines of Procedure, including forms.
- Utah Criminal and Traffic Code, 2015 Edition (Pub. #33805) – Get quick access to criminal law and procedure and traffic laws as well as many related statutes and rules. You'll have the annotated statutes and Superior Court rules that law enforcement professionals and trial attorneys need most often. Comprehensively indexed, this edition also features a listing of sections affected by recent legislation, as well as succinct summaries of selected legislative changes.

- Litigation Under Florida Probate Code, Tenth Edition (Pub. #22778) – Turn to this manual when a probate matter appears headed toward litigation. Leading Florida probate practitioners will guide you through the complex issues that arise in probate such as homestead, will construction proceedings, creditors' claims, and compensation disputes. The Tenth Edition of LITIGATION UNDER FLORIDA PROBATE CODE discusses numerous recent statutory and rules changes and reflects the latest case law. This new edition also incorporates discussions of hot topics including the unconstitutionality of Florida's ban on same-sex marriage, BRENNER V. SCOTT, 999 F. Supp. 2d 1278 (N.D. Fla. 2014); the "principle of priority" and what triggers the commencement of proceedings under this principle, PERELMAN V. ESTATE OF PERELMAN, 124 So.3d 983 (Fla 4th DCA 2013); The adoption of adults under F.S. 63.042(1); and much more.

- What's It Worth? A Guide to Current Personal Injury Awards and Settlements, 2015 Edition (Pub. #68439) – Updated with information from the latest court cases, WHAT’S IT WORTH? provides you with summary coverage of personal injury damage awards for the most popular jurisdictions in the U.S. for the past three years. Use it to help make determinations such as the dollar value that can be assigned to a particular injury, the likely verdict if you go to trial, whether you should settle out of court, and much more.

- Virginia Election Laws, 2015 Edition (Pub. #34402) – Get the latest updates on laws relating to elections in Virginia with the 2015 edition of VIRGINIA ELECTION LAWS. Ideal for candidates, Electoral Board members, Officers of Election, registrars, attorneys specializing in election law, and any citizen interested in the electoral process, this fully annotated and indexed edition, compiled by the State Board of Elections, contains statutes from Title 24.2 of the Code of Virginia, as well as relevant sections from the Constitution of Virginia and other related state and federal statutes and regulations.


- Criminal Law Handbook of the State of New York, 2015 Edition (Pub. #36858) – This newest edition of CRIMINAL LAW HANDBOOK OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK contains all the content you have come to rely on in previous versions, including the full New York Penal Law, Criminal Procedure Law, Correction Laws, the NYC Criminal Court Act, and many more relevant statutes such as Jury Selection, Education, and Environmental Conservation. Inside you'll also find sentencing guides expertly authored by New York attorney Barry Kamins that provide classifications of felonies, misdemeanors and violations under New York Penal law and the appropriate terms of imprisonment, along with other important enhancements to the content and format in response to comments and suggestions from our Handbook subscribers. Save yourself the trouble of shuffling between multiple different publications with this handy single volume containing the laws you need most collected and organized for your convenience.

- New York Confessions, 2015 Edition (Pub. #36834) – Written for both lawyers and judges, NEW YORK CONFESSIONS offers complete coverage of admissibility and exclusion of a defendant’s statements under New York law and is divided into three sections: Admissibility and Suppression of a Defendant’s Statement; Statement Suppression Litigation; and Use of a Defendant's Statements at Trial.

- Código Civil de Puerto Rico (Pub. #31801) – This publication of CÓDIGO CIVIL DE PUERTO RICO contains the current, up to date and completely annotated provisions of Title 31 of the Laws of Puerto Rico Annotated. This publication also contains a comprehensive thematic index. The CÓDIGO CIVIL DE PUERTO RICO is published only in Spanish, but is available in print and eBook format.

ANNOTATED features the full text of Title 21 (Education) and hundreds of other annotated statutes from throughout the Wyoming Statutes Annotated.

AUGUST 2015

- **Colorado Revised Statutes, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #45270) – With the COLORADO REVISED STATUTES, you can practice confidently with the only official statutes of Colorado, fully updated and replaced annually. You can also trust that the annotations appearing in the code correctly interpret the cases cited, because the annotations are official, too - provided directly from the Colorado Office of Legislative Legal Services. The set comes complete with two index volumes, to help you find the statutes that you need quickly and efficiently, and two volumes of court rules.

- **Police, Crimes and Offenses and Motor Vehicle Laws of Virginia, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #35453) – Get access to criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle law, domestic relations, and many related statutes. You'll have the statutes that law enforcement personnel and trial attorneys need most often. It also includes a listing of applicable sections affected by laws passed during the latest General Assembly session.

- **LexisNexis Ohio Rules of Court Annotated, 2015-2016 Edition** (Pub. #43440) – LEXISNEXIS OHIO RULES OF COURT ANNOTATED provides a collection of rules of court and rules governing the conduct of the bench and bar in Ohio. The publication includes selected case annotations and other research sources deemed beneficial to the users of this product. For quick, efficient research, LEXISNEXIS OHIO RULES OF COURT ANNOTATED provides individual indexes for the State, Local and Federal Rules.

- **Alabama Rules Annotated, 2015-2016 Edition** (Pub. #40155) – LexisNexis, publisher of MICHIE’S ALABAMA CODE, offers you the most comprehensive set of rules volumes available in Alabama. ALABAMA RULES ANNOTATED is the only annotated rules set where you can find complete case annotations and extensive research references. This three-volume set is issued annually and supplemented mid-year. Volumes 1, 2, and 3 of Alabama Rules Annotated contain rules for the Alabama state courts and for the federal United States courts in Alabama. An index follows each set of rules.

- **New Hampshire Court Rules Annotated, 2015-2016 Edition** (Pub. #45810) – Prepared by the same lawyer-editors responsible for the NEW HAMPSHIRE REVISED STATUTES ANNOTATED, NEW HAMPSHIRE COURT RULES ANNOTATED puts at your fingertips all the state and federal court rules you need for your New Hampshire practice. Useful aids include complete case annotations and extensive research references prepared by experts in New Hampshire law, and individually tabbed sections, each with its own convenient table of contents and index.

- **Virginia Criminal and Traffic Law Manual, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #34410) – Get gives you fingertip access to criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle law, juvenile law, and many related statutes. In one concise volume, you'll have the statutes that law enforcement professionals and trial attorneys need most often.

- **Idaho Criminal and Traffic Law Manual, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #23603) – Get the latest on criminal and traffic law in Idaho with this new edition. It includes a listing of applicable sections affected by legislation during the latest regular session. Keep this convenient manual handy for quick reference at all times.

- **The Virginia Workers’ Compensation Act Annotated, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #34434) – This newest edition of THE VIRGINIA WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ACT ANNOTATED is a fully updated, fully annotated, and fully indexed statutory reference, with contents excerpted from MICHIE’S CODE OF VIRGINIA and compiled into a convenient single volume.

SEPTEMBER 2015

- **CSC® Delaware Laws Governing Business Entities, Volumes 1 & 2, Fall 2015 Edition** (Pub. #25410) – The Fall 2015 Edition includes: updates through Chapter 147 of the 148th Session of the Delaware General Assembly including extensive changes to the general corporation, LLC, partnership and limited partnership laws as well as the newly enacted Delaware Rapid Arbitration Act; Chancery Court Rules updated through August 21, 2015; over 65 new case notes from Delaware courts and other courts
applying to Delaware law; and in-depth legal analyses written by CSC® Publishing senior legal advisors, Delaware attorneys Matthew O’Toole and Robert Symonds, exploring the impact of the legislation coming out of the 2015 session.

- **Texas Criminal and Traffic Law Manual, 2015-2016 Edition** (Pub. #33525) - This newest edition of TEXAS CRIMINAL AND TRAFFIC LAW MANUAL features our most comprehensive collection of Texas law enforcement-related statutes yet. Developed by our expert editorial team based on input from our customers, the MANUAL provides complete coverage of crimes, criminal procedure, traffic offenses and motor vehicle regulations, along with Texas Legal Guidelines and Supreme Court decisions summarized for your convenience by our staff attorneys. In addition, the volume includes a Table of Sections Affected, identifying changes enacted during the recent legislative session, and a comprehensive Index.

- **AHLA Federal Health Care Laws & Regulations, 2015-2016 Edition** (Pub. #26742) for Members and Non-Members - For those who must understand the latest regulatory activity generated by the Affordable Care Act and today’s health care-related legal issues, this comprehensive compilation is essential. Gain insights into issues such as new provider incentive programs, disincentives, readmissions reduction program, regulations relating to accountable care organizations, and more.

- **Georgia Criminal and Traffic Law Manual, 2015-2016 Edition** (Pub. #23002) - The GEORGIA CRIMINAL AND TRAFFIC LAW MANUAL offers fingertip access to Georgia’s criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle laws, laws governing juvenile proceedings, and many related statutes. In one concise volume, you will have the statutes that law enforcement professionals and trial attorneys need most often. Comprehensively indexed, the MANUAL also features a listing of sections affected by recent legislation, as well as succinct summaries of selected legislative changes.

- **Maryland Code Citator** (Pub. #41340) - The ANNOTATIONS CITATOR provides up-to-date and accurate case history on each case appearing in MICHIE'S ANNOTATED CODE OF MARYLAND. Compiled by our expert editorial team and the SHEPARD'S® Citations group, this annually updated publication is an intuitively organized companion to the Annotated Code. Using the CITATOR and SHEPARD'S, a cornerstone of the legal profession for over 100 years, you can find additional supporting authority, including citations from decisions of Maryland courts, the U.S. Supreme Court and lower federal courts, as well as secondary sources including law reviews and annotations.

- **Georgia Workers’ Compensation Laws, Rules & Regulations Annotated, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #23082) - GEORGIA WORKER'S COMPENSATION LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS ANNOTATED contains the verbatim text of Title 34, Chapter 9 (Worker’s Compensation) of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated. Authoritative case notes and annotations prepared by our staff of lawyer-editors accompany the statutes and rules.

- **Tennessee Motor Vehicle Laws Annotated, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #33103) - TENNESSEE MOTOR VEHICLE LAWS ANNOTATED provides the Volunteer State’s legal and law enforcement communities with fingertip access to comprehensive coverage of the motor vehicle laws of Tennessee. This concise single volume contains the comprehensively annotated and indexed statutes that you use most often, formatted for convenience with easy-to-use features that allow you to find what you need quickly and expand your research based on the expert annotations.

- **New Hampshire Evidence Manual, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #82031) - This practical guide gives New Hampshire practitioners quick answers to questions of evidence rules and procedures. The first part of the book is a "how-to" guide for presenting evidence. The second covers objections at trial. The third part consists of the complete and fully updated text of the Rules of Evidence, practice commentary on each rule and its application and reporter's notes.

- **California Evidence 2015 Courtroom Manual** (Pub. #04384) - Written by Eileen A. Scallen and Glen Weissenberger, two of the nation's most respected evidence scholars, CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE COURTROOM MANUAL incorporates complete coverage of the California Evidence Code and California evidence case law. Designed specifically for courtroom use, the MANUAL offers attorneys and judges alike many trial-tested features that not only provide fast, accurate information for evidentiary questions but also guide the user to the underlying authorities and secondary sources for further research.
October 2015


- Veterans Benefits Manual, 2015 Edition (Pub. #37578) – The VETERANS BENEFITS MANUAL contains dozens of effective, battle-tested advocacy tips for veterans and advocates along with all the latest developments in veterans law. The 2015 Edition has been thoroughly updated to include important developments in veterans law over the past year.

- Federal Veterans Laws, Rules and Regulations, 2015 Edition (Pub. #37575) – FEDERAL VETERANS LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS puts all the laws and regulations related to veterans law right at your fingertips. This fully updated and indexed resource offers quick reference to important federal statutes and regulations contained in Title 38 of the United States Code Service (U.S.C.S.) and the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), as well as all of the rules of the United States Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims.

- Arkfeld on Electronic Discovery and Evidence, Fourth Edition (Pub. #22425) – The Fourth Edition of ARKFELD ON ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY AND EVIDENCE is a comprehensive treatise that addresses all the key aspects of the discovery and admission of electronic evidence, within the context of relevant statutes, regulations, and federal and state case law. The new Fourth Edition has been comprehensively revised featuring coverage of dozens of recent cases and exploration of current topics. It introduces the landmark December 1, 2015 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which experts predict will significantly impact electronic discovery and preservation obligations. Also includes new editions of the Best Practices Guide for Legal Hold and Best Practices Guide for Electronic Discovery and Evidence.


- Arkansas Criminal and Traffic Law Manual, 2015 Edition (Pub. #20916) – Access criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle law, juvenile law, and many related statutes in this one concise volume. Keep it in your briefcase or on your desk for quick reference – then share its advantages via the fully annotated, searchable, printable, and downloadable CD-ROM version bound with it.

- Arkansas Motor Vehicle and Traffic Laws and State Highway Commission Regulations, 2015 Edition (Pub. #20940) – Turn to this handy digest of statutes and official regulations governing the use of public highways, roads and streets in Arkansas—as well as the control of motor vehicles and their operators—issued by authority of the Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department and the Department of Finance and Administration.

- LexisNexis Arizona Annotated Revised Statutes, 2015 Edition (Pub. #40539) – This 14 volume set is fully updated, including legislation through the 2014 regular and special legislative sessions, and includes annotations dating back more than 25 years.

- Indiana Criminal and Traffic Law Manual, 2015 Edition (Pub. #24202) – This newest edition of INDIANA CRIMINAL AND TRAFFIC LAW MANUAL is a handy, one-volume reference that offers the most comprehensive collection of law enforcement-related statutes in Indiana. Inside you’ll find the up-to-date statutes you use every day along with resources designed to help you get the most out of them.

NOVEMBER 2015

- **New Appleman Insurance Law Practice Guide, 2016 Edition** (Pub. #60099) – The 2016 Edition of the NEW APPLEMAN INSURANCE LAW PRACTICE GUIDE is the indispensable research tool that provides step-by-step guidance on each phase of an insurance coverage dispute along with strategies that help you win. Written from policyholder, insurer and judicial perspectives, this unique four–volume set combines savvy procedural guidance and authoritative analysis of the law. It helps you understand pertinent procedural rules and strategies as well as the substantive law applicable to all major insurance lines, including new analyses of excess insurance, intellectual property insurance, cyber insurance, construction insurance, personal and advertising injury coverage, and marine and inland marine insurance.

- **Federal Taxation of Municipal Bonds Deskbook, Third Edition (November 2015)** (Pub. #22520) – The newest edition of FEDERAL TAXATION OF MUNICIPAL BONDS DESKBOOK from the National Association of Bond Lawyers gathers a selection of the most commonly used IRC sections and applicable regulations dealing with municipal finance, as well as the most relevant statutory and legislative history cites for each section, SLGS regulations, and important revenue procedures.


- **Virginia Civil Benchbook for Judges and Lawyers, 2015 Edition** (Pub. #67899) – Concise, on–point explanations of each procedural and substantive concept, with reference to the relevant statutes, rules, cases, and associated procedures. Bold headings, outline format, and margin references make the concepts easy to grasp and apply.

- **Florida Law Enforcement Handbook with Traffic Laws Reference Guide, 2016 Edition** (Pub. #23151) – Florida Law Enforcement Handbook features the core criminal and traffic statutes you need for quick reference. The book's concise scope and compact size make it an ideal field reference. The handbook coverage of Titles 23 (Motor Vehicles), 46 (Crimes) and 47 (Criminal Procedure) is enhanced with the practical and insightful Legal Guidelines prepared by Miami–Dade's Police Legal Bureau. Surveying the full range of procedural issues, the Guidelines offer specific, on–the–street advice and warnings that will help you comply with constitutional requirements.

- **Selected Laws and Regulations of Tennessee Financial Institutions** (Pub. #33195) – Containing fully annotated statutes from the official Tennessee Code Annotated as well as the Rules of the Department of Financial Institutions, this book is a must–have resource for banking professionals and commercial law practitioners.

- **Weissenberger's Federal Evidence Courtroom Manual, 2016 Edition** (Pub. #04342) – WEISSENBERGER'S FEDERAL EVIDENCE COURTROOM Manual is a compact, economical, and easy to use handbook that is invaluable for any litigator who practices in federal courts. It is easily added to a briefcase to keep on hand for quick reference.

- **Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s Statutes, Rules and Laws, 2015–2016 Edition** (Pub. #21731) – Published in conjunction with the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, this important resource features the statutes and Administrative Code material relating to hunting, fishing, trapping and boat and water safety in Florida.


DECEMBER 2015

- **Collier Pamphlet Edition (Complete Set), 2016 Edition** (Pub. #00221) – THE COLLIER PAMPHLET EDITION is an indispensable reference for every bankruptcy lawyer. The PAMPHLET EDITION provides desktop access to the full text of the Bankruptcy Code and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure in
an easy-to-use, quick-reference format, along with invaluable commentary and case summaries. The commentary and case summaries are written by Collier Editors—in-Chief Alan N. Resnick and Henry J. Sommer.

- **Federal Habeas Corpus Practice and Procedure, Seventh Edition** (Pub. #64330) – FEDERAL HABEAS CORPUS PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE is the authoritative work on habeas corpus that attorneys can turn to for guidance through the complex maze of habeas jurisprudence. The new Seventh Edition is presented in a 2-binder loose-leaf format.

- **Federal Rules of Evidence Manual, Eleventh Edition** (Pub. #66538) – The Eleventh Edition introduces detailed analysis of recent amendments to Federal Rules of Evidence 801 and 803 concerning hearsay. It also provides up-to-date coverage of United States Supreme Court cases such as 2014’s WARGER V. SHAUERS (on Rule 606 and voir dire) and 2015’s OHIO V. CLARK (on Sixth Amendment’s Confrontation Clause), as well as an expanded discussion on authentication of electronic evidence.

- **Matthew Bender Standard California Codes: 4-in-1, 2016 Edition** (Pub. #00704) – This edition of the STANDARD CALIFORNIA CODES: 4–IN–1 is a single volume that gives you comprehensive, annually updated coverage of the California Codes you use most, including the Civil Code, Code of Civil Procedure, Evidence Code and Rules of Court.


- **Moore's Federal Rules Pamphlet, Part 1, 2016 Edition** (Pub. #00415) – MOORE’S FEDERAL RULES PAMPHLET PART 1 – CIVIL RULES offers federal civil practitioners the full text of the federal rules relevant to civil practitioners, plus a mini–treatise with analysis and case annotations. Attorneys can keep this handy and portable pamphlet in their briefcase or on their desktop.


- **New York CPLR (Redbook), 2016 Edition** (Pub. #00076) – NEW YORK CPLR (Redbook) contains the full text of the Civil Practice Law and Rules with amendment notes and selected provisions of related statutes. Completely updated and presented in an ebook for use on your mobile device, with convenient formatting for ease of use.

- **New York Criminal Statutes and Rules (Graybook), 2016 Edition** (Pub. #00459) – This latest edition of NEW YORK CRIMINAL STATUTES AND RULES (GRAYBOOK) is an indispensable one-volume publication that features the complete New York Criminal Procedure Law and Penal Law, together with relevant provisions of the Correction Law, Executive Law, Judiciary Law, Public Health Law, and Vehicle and Traffic Law.

- **Workers' Compensation Laws of California, 2016 Edition** (Pub. #00840) – Considered the “bible” of California workers’ compensation, this completely updated edition contains the statutes and rules practitioners need on a daily basis.